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Abstract 
In this paper, we present a process model which describes the use of the domain theory* 
developed at the City University of London by Sutcliffe and Maiden. The domain theory 
proposes a means for modelling domain knowledge. We propose to view the process of 
modelling domain knowledge as a decision based process, as suggested by the process theory* 
developed at the University of Paris Sorbonne. Detailing out the process of modelling domain 
knowledge following the process theory contributes to (l) clarifying how one models domain 
knowledge as well as the decisional aspects of this process (2) putting forward heuristic 
knowledge implicitly used by requirements engineers in modelling domain knowledge and (3) 
proposals for a tool environment which offers effective guidance to requirements engineers 
based on the process representation . 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Domain knowledge modelling has been identified as a key issue during Requirements 
Engineering (RE) for helping in the specification of complete, consistent and accurate 
requirements. Various proposals have been made for using domain knowledge (Maiden 1994, 
Fischer 1992, Winlenga 1992, Puncello 1988). Most of these approaches advocate the use of 
taxonomies of classes of templates or generic applications. Similar abstract classes have also 
been proposed in Artificial Intelligence (Chandrasekaran 1986). These approaches have 

* Both the process and the domain theories have been developed in the context of the ESPRIT project 
NATURE (N°6353) funded by the European Commission from 10/92 to 10195. NATURE reports are available 
via anonymous ftp on ftp.informatik.rwth-aachen.de in /pub/NATURE 

A. Sutcliffe et al. (eds.), Domain Knowledge for Interactive System Design
© IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 1996
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mainly concentrated on the product aspects of domain modelling -which concept to use, and 
neglect the process aspects - how to use these concepts. More precisely, none of these 
approaches has proposed a detailed description of the process of using domain knowledge 
with the aim of providing effective guidance to requirements engineers. For instance, in 
KAOS (Dardenne 1991), process support is provided in terms of informal strategies and 
tactics, including those of generic domain models. In (Prieto-Diaz 1987), the author has 
proposed a description of the domain analysis process in terms of data flow diagram, 
specifying inputs and outputs. Such a description specifies which activity to perform but does 
not provide any hint on how and why performing an activity. 

Our first claim is that there is a great need for a precise, accurate and fine-grained 
description of the process of modelling domain knowledge. Such a description, underpinning 
domain knowledge use implies a better understanding of such an approach and would 
therefore increase its us. It can also be viewed as a means of identifying strengths and 
weaknesses of such an approach in terms of its flexibility, complexity, and so on, and 
therefore improving it. Not least, detailed description of such processes would serve as a basis 
for providing effective guidance to requirements engineers using process centered software 
environment. See (Finkelstein 1994) for an overview on such environments. 

In this paper, we concentrate on a specific approach to domain knowledge modelling, 
namely the one developed by Sutcliffe and Maiden at the City University of London. This 
approach takes the form of a domain theory composed of a set of models describing object 
systems arranged in a class hierarchy. This set of models (called Object System Models -
OSM) represents the fundamental behaviour, structure, goals, constraints and objects of 
different classes of requirements engineering problems. The domain theory also includes a 
computational analogical reasoning mechanism for the retrieval of OSMs and a tool support 
to enable both requirements modelling and critiquing as well as fact capture prior to retrieval. 
This is the particular process we focus on in this paper. In the existing tool, guidance is weak 
and does not provide any rationale for performing an activity. Further more, the process 
model is not made explicit. We ask the reader to refer to the following papers (Maiden 1994, 
Sutcliffe 1994) for a comprehensive description of this work. 

Our second claim is that the process of modelling domain knowledge, being part of RE, is 
decision based, and more precisely context based and must be so described. RE and domain 
knowledge modelling are fundamentally subjective while and engineer's reactions and 
intentions are specific to his context, he frequently acts on the basis of previous experience 
(Rolland94). 

Based on this claim, the description of the domain modelling process we propose is based 
on the process theory developed by the University of Paris 1. The process theory proposes 
that process models can be derived from a process meta-model through instantiation. The 
process meta-model corresponds to the 'system of generic concepts' and the instantiation 
approach to the 'generation technique'. A comprehensive description of the process meta
model can be found in (Rolland 1994, Rolland 1995 and Jarke 1995, chapter 8). 

The paper is structured as follow. The following section describes the process related to the 
use of the domain theory developed by Sutcliffe and Maiden. Then, in section 3, we briefly 
introduce the process meta-model we propose and use this meta-model to describe the process 
of modelling domain knowledge. Section 4 presents a scenario showing how guidance can be 
provided to a requirements engineer based on the execution of the process model. The tool 
architecture required for supporting the enactment of the process model is also described. We 
end with some concluding remarks. 
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2 THE PROCESS VIEW OF THE DOMAIN THEORY 

As mentioned in the introduction, the domain theory proposes a set of pre-defined Object 
System Models (OSMs) for helping the process of characterising the problem space which the 
requirements engineer is dealing with. OS.lV{s represent the fundamental domain structure and 
behaviour and are similar to the cliches proposed by (Reubenstein 1991) and problem frames 
from Jackson (Jackson 1993). OSMs are structured in a specialisation hierarchy to assist 
retrieval and understanding. High-level classes contain a small number of types, e.g. objects, 
structures and state transitions. Subclasses add further components until an instance of an 
OSM is reached. In practice, the hierarchy includes 4 or 5 specialisations of OSMs. 

Object System 
Models 

Repository 

'------------------~ 

Described using a 
single language ------ ---- -----

Domain 
Description 

Refine, 
modify, 

complete 

Figure 1 An overview of the process of using the domain theory. 

As shown in figure 1, the process of retrieving and using OSMs is iterative. Retrieval is 
first achieved by first matching the domain description to a high-level OSM then refining this 
match to specialisations of the object system model until no further specialisation is possible. 
OSMs at each level in the hierarchy are retrieved using a computational analogical reasoning 
mechanism. Incompleteness, ambiguities and over specification can be detected from 
mappings with retrieved OSMs. 

3 PROCESS META-MODEL AND PROCESS MODEL 

3.1 Process meta-model : an overview 

We have developed an instantiation approach by which process representations are generated 
from a process meta-model. The process meta-model provides a set of generic concepts to 
accurately represent what occurs in the RE process, when, why and on what it occurs. 

As shown in figure 2, a process model is a tree composed of a set of contexts. A context is 
the association of a given situation and the decision which can be taken on it. A situation is a 
part of the product it makes sense to make a decision on. A situation can be described at 
various levels of granularity: it can be a single OSM or the complete repository of OSMs plus 
the current domain description. A decision reflects a choice a requirements engineer can make 
during the development process. A decision stems from an intention. An intention expresses 
what the engineer wants to achieve, so it is a goal. An intention can be global or local. This 
allows various levels of granularity in the decision making process. For instance, "Exploit 
Object System Models" is a global intention whereas "Explain the Object System Model 

Object System 
Models 

Repository 
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named resource management" is a local intention. The concept of context is specialised into 
executable context, choice context and plan context. They are detailed in turn. 

~ll.onl" CJ -{E}- 1=1 
Entity·typo Retatlonsi'II!:)-I')'PG Obtee•d~e<t rel.atiOOShel·I)'Pe 

Figure 2 The process meta-model. 

Executable context 
At the most detailed level, the execution of the RE process can be seen as a set of 
modifications performed on the product under development, each modification resulting from 
the execution of a deterministic action which is part of the context description. Such an action 
is a consequence of a decision made in a certain context. This type of context is called 
executable context. For example, agreeing on a particular OSM is considered as an executable 
context. The state of the OSM simply changes from "retrieved" to "agreed". Similarly, the 
calculation leading to the retrieval of a set of OSMs according to a domain description is also 
represented as an executable context, this being no more than the performance of a 
deterministic - even though complex - algorithm. The modification on the product concerns 
the state of the elements of the set of retrieved OSMs which become "retrieved". Therefore, 
an executable context implements a decision, and its intention is realised by an action. As 
shown on figure 2, an important aspect is that performing an action changes the product under 
construction and may generate a new situation which is itself, subject to new decisions. 

Choice context 
When working out a specification, a requirements engineer may face alternatives routes in 

fulfilling a decision. He has, therefore, to select the most appropriate among his choices. In 
order to model such a piece of process knowledge, we introduce a second specialisation of the 
concept of context, namely the choice context. 

For example, the requirements engineer can display the basic information related to an 
OSM in several ways. The textual and graphical representation of the OSM may appear alone, 
or in association with relevant examples, the examples may appear with the object mapper, 
etc .. In fact, he has four ways to achieve his intention. The graphical representation of a 
choice context is presented in figure 3. One can consider the choice context as being goal 
oriented. 

There are two major differences between executable and choice contexts: the first lies in 
the absence of any alternative in executable context, and the second is that the execution of a 
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choice context has no direct consequence on the product under development. The alternative 
contexts of a choice context can be of any type - i.e. executable, choice or plan. 

<OSM ; Display basic Information > 

&SM,~,Z-~1 
and graphical representations 

plus ExampleS> 

<OSM ; Display OSM' textual and 
graphical representations plus 
Examples, Object mapper and 

Problem note pad> 

CC6: ~A9 A A10 A ~A11 
CC7:A9 AA10AA11 
cca: A9 A ~A10 A A11 
CC9: A9AA10A'A11 

ccs 
c~ 

<OSM ; Display OSM' textual and 
graphical representations plus 

Examples and the Object mapper > 

<OSM ; Display OSM' textual and 
graphical representations plus 

Object mapper and Problem note pad> 

A9 : There exists a retrieved and agreed OSM 
A 10 : Guidance is active 
A 11 : Crttic is active 

Figure 3 The graphical representation of a choice context. 

In the meta-model (figure 2), the refinement of a choice context into its alternative 
contexts, called component contexts, is represented by the "refinement link" between context 
and choice context. 

The various alternatives in a choice context are associated with choice criteria based on 
arguments. A choice criterion is a combination of arguments which supports or objects to an 
alternative of a choice context. For example one of the arguments supporting the alternative 
"Display text and graphical representations of OSM and Examples of OSM" is based on the 
non-existence of a retrieved and agreed OSM as well the selection of the active guidance 
mode and the passive critiquing mode. The selection of this alternative can be made if A9 and 
A 11 are false and AlO is true (choice criterion cc6). The choice criterion and associated 
arguments allow the expression of heuristics used by the requirements engineer and are means 
of helping the selection process of the appropriate alternative at run time. 

Plan context 
In order to fulfil an intention associated with a particular situation, a requirements engineer 
may be required to make a set of decisions on corresponding situations : he has to follow a 
plan. To this end, we introduce plan context as a third specialisation of the concept of context. 
A plan is a mechanism to decompose a complex issue into a number of sub-issues. Each sub
issue corresponds to a sub-decision working on a sub-situation. 

For example, the issue of Explaining a set of retrieved OSMs according to a Domain 
Description (DO) and a Matching History (MH) corresponds to a complex issue. Each 
retrieved OSM must be followed by the explanation of the differences between the OSMs, 
then the selection of an OSM can be made. The plan ends with agreement or rejection of the 
selected OSM. The graphic representation of this plan context is shown in figure 4. 

In the meta-model (figure 2), the decomposition of a plan context into its more elementary 
parts, called component contexts, is represented by the "decomposition link" between context 
and plan context. As with the alternative contexts of a choice context, the component contexts 
of a plan context can be of any type - executable, choice or plan. 
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<OSMR +DO+ MH ; Explain 

retreTed OSM(s) > 

<OSM ; Explain OSM> 
J 

<OSMR+MH; 
5elect05M> 

<OSMR+MH ; 
Explain differences between OSMS> 

<OSM+DD; 
Agree or not on OSM > 

Figure 4 An example of a plan context. 
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The ordering of the component contexts, within a plan, is defined by a precedence graph. 
There is one graph per plan context. The nodes of this graph are the component contexts while 
the links define either the possible ordered transitions between contexts or their possible 
parallel enactment. Based on arguments, a choice criterion may be assigned to a link. The 
choice criterion defines when the transition can be made. The precedence graph associated 
with the plan context depicted in figure 4 is shown in figure 5. 

A 10: Guidance is active 
A 12: All retrieved OSMs have been explained 
A13: Number of relrieved OSM • 1 

CC10 ~A12 
CC11 A13 
CC12 A12 A A10 A -,A13 
CC13 A12 A ~AlO A -,A13 

Figure 5 An example of a precedence graph. 

Flexibility is introduced by allowing several sets of possible parallel or ordered transitions, 
that is several enactment paths to be defined in the same graph. For example, the graph 
described in figure 5 describes different paths : 
• if the number of retrieved OSM is one, then the OSM is explained and the requirements 

engineer is asked to agree this OSM or reject it, 
• if several OSMs are retrieved, each can be explained by iterating on the context <OSM ; 

Explain OSM >.Then, if guidance is active, the differences between the different OSMs 
are explained before asking for the agreement of a selected one, 

• if guidance is not active, the differences between the OSMs are not explained. 
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Process model 

As shown in figure 2, contexts have hierarchical relationships of two types, namely 
composition and refinement links. We suggest a grouping of contexts based on these links to 
describe a process model. 

Therefore, a process model is a hierarchy (or a tree) of contexts. It represents a structured 
piece of knowledge supporting decision making in the RE process. It is a prescription to 
support the requirements engineer when making the most appropriate decision in the situation 
at hand. 

A process model is composed of contexts and links. Links relate contexts in a recursive 
manner to construct hierarchies of contexts. As shown in figure 2, links are of two kinds : 

• refinement links associate the set of alternatives to a choice context, 
• composition links associate the component contexts to a plan context. 

The next section presents a process model described as a hierarchy of contexts. 

3.2. The process of using domain knowledge 

Before detailing the hierarchy of contexts which describe behavioural aspects of the process 
of using domain knowledge, we start by describing the product it uses and modifies, i.e. the 
structural aspects of this process. 

The aim of this process is to construct an accurate description of the system to be built in 
terms of the problem abstraction proposed by Sutcliffe and Maiden using a computational 
matching process based on the analogy theory developed by (Falkenhainer 1989). Indeed, this 
description is part of the product we are dealing with. We refer to this description as the 
Domain Description (DD). It contains the current specification of the system the requirements 
engineer is modelling and, as with OSMs, is expressed using the concepts of object, key 
object, structure object, state transition, etc .. 

The second element of the product this process is based on the Matching History (MH). 
The matching history is the trace of the process. It contains references to all OSMs which 
have been used to construct the current domain description. A state is associated with each 
referenced OSM, with values {"retrieved", "selected", "explained", "agreed", "rejected"). The 
matching history also contains some relevant variables such as the list of OSMs which are 
currently retrieved as well as those which were retrieved last. 

The retrieval mechanism takes its input from both the domain description and a repository 
of OSMs. In the following, we refer to this repository as OSMR, We consider this repository 
as part of the product the process deals with. It contains both OSMs and Information System 
Models (ISMs). Both are detailed in turn. 

Each OSM describes the fundamental objects, behaviour, structure, goals, events and 
constraints of all members of one class of requirements engineering problem. Each model 
includes physical features of the problem, to aid reuse and provide bridging models between 
domain-specific models and abstract modelling languages. 

An Information System Model is composed of processes which report on and provide an 
external representation of an OSM. The external representations of the OSM act as an 
interface between it and the user. ISMs are domain independent and provide an orthogonal set 
of abstractions to OSMs, modelling functional aspects compared to data structure abstraction. 
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Figure 6 shows a global view of the process of using domain knowledge represented as a 
hierarchy of contexts. This hierarchy combines choice, plan and executable contexts. 
Executable contexts are the leaves ofthe hierarchy. It should be noticed that the sub-hierarchy 
describing the process of explaining an OSM has not been duplicated for the sake of brevity. 

I 
cOD + MH; Acquim new facts> 

<OSMR+DD+MH ; E'JqJioit OSM> 

I cOSMR+DD+MH 
; Explain ISM> 

I \ < OSMR + DO + MH; Retrieve OSM> 

J I 

<DO + MH ; Backtrack on Agreement> 

<DD+MH; Use 
Requitem~~nts Capturer> 

cOSMR + DO + MH ; EJtplain OSM(s)> 

/ ~ I <llD+MH; Use 
Requirements Menu> <OSMR + DO + MH ; Explain 

retreived OSM(s)> 
<OSMR + DO + MH ; Explain 

specialised OSM(s) > 

I 

<OSMR+MH; 
Explain diffetenee< 
betweenOSMs> 

I 
<OSMR+MH; 
SelectOSM> <OSM+DD; 

<OSM~+MH; I 
Explain differences 

between OSMS> 

<OSM ; Explain 
0011> :z~::M\OSM> 

cOSM ; <OSMR + MH ; 

I 
Explain OSM> Specify 

Agree on OSM> 
r-, discriminant 

I 
cOSM ; Display basic <OSM ; Display ~':! +0~~ 

features> 

/ lnw""at- "' compmmsma~ ::::::-----__ 

<OSM; DisplayOSM'textual I \ <OSM; DlsplayOSM'~::•tion>\~ Pro~~:~~~!~ro., 
and graphical roprosentatiOnS graplllca/ roprasonta«oos plus <OSM , Display 

plus Exsmp/os> Examples and the Object mapper> Object Mapper> 

<OSM : Display OSM' textual and . ' <OSM : Srart AIR> <OSM ' Display 
grophical roprasenta«oos plus <OSM; Display OSM textual and TELOS> 
Examples, Object mapper and graphical tepresentatiOnS plus 

Problem note pad> Object mapper and Problem note pad> 

Figure 6 The hierarchy of contexts describing the process of using domain knowledge. 

The top level context <OSMR + DD + MH ; Exploit OSMs>, graphically depicted in figure 
7, describes at a high level the overall process of using OSMs. It is a complex issue 
decomposed into several sub-issues and it is therefore represented as a plan context. The 
situation is made of the repository of OSMs (OSMR) - it contains the hierarchy of OSMs, the 
current domain description (DD) and the matching history (MH). Making the decision to 
exploit OSMs is decomposed into five component contexts as shown in figure 7. 

<OSMR+DD+MH ; Exploit OSMS> 

I I 
<DD + MH; Acquire new facts> < OSMR + DD + MH ; Explain ISM> 

< OSMR + DD + MH; Retrieve OSM(s)> <DD + MH ; Backtrack on Agreement > 

<OSMR + DD + MH ; Explain OSM(s)> 

Figure 7 The context for "Exploiting OSMs". 
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<DD + MH ; Acquire new facts> : this context aims at launching a tool for the acquisition 
of new facts. There are two ways to acquire new facts, and therefore this piece of process 
knowledge is represented by a choice context. The first way is very basic and consists in 
various pop-up menus provided by the Requirements Capturer when used in the "passive 
guidance" mode. It enables instances of the set of concepts proposed by the domain theory to 
be described. Alternatively, one can use the Requirements Capturer in the "active guidance" 
mode. Following this mode, the tool enables interactive facts capture, retrieval of domain 
abstractions and guided development of requirements specification (Maiden 1993). Using the 
Requirements Capturer in the "active guidance mode" is a complex issue which needs to be 
further refined - as shown in figure by the plan logo under this context. However, for the sake 
of brevity, this will not be detailed further. 

< OSMR + DD + MH ; Retrieve OSM> : This executable context calls the execution of the 
Domain Matcher (Maiden 1991). This tool determines the degree of similarity between the 
current domain description and one or more OSMs at one level in the OSMR repository. At 
the end of the computation, the matching history is updated according to the retrieved OS Ms. 

<OSMR + DD + MH ; Explain OSM(s)>: This context aims at explaining the OSMs 
retrieved by the Domain Matcher. It is a choice context because the engineer can either decide 
to get explanation on the currently retrieved OSMs or specialisation of previously retrieved. 

<DD + MH ; Backtrack on Agreement> : OSMs can be agreed by the engineer as being 
adequate for representing the application domain. However, the engineer could decide to 
backtrack on previous decisions. This is described by this executable context. It modifies the 
matching history and change the status of the an OSM from "agreed" to "rejected". 

< OSMR + DD + MH ; Explain ISM > : This executable context provides basic 
explanations related to the ISMs associated with the agreed OSMs. It changes the status of an 
ISM from "retrieved" to "explained". 

The next figure presents the precedence graph associated with the context <OSMR + DD + 
MH ; Exploit OSMs>. It describes the different possible paths for the exploitation of OSMs. 

A 1: Last OSM retrieve was empty AS: Domain deSCriplion is empty 
A2.: Current OSM retrieve is empty A6: Current retrieved type is leal node 
A3: Discriminant features have been entered A7: Number of retrieved OSM .. 1 
A4: MatCh;"!! history Is empty 

CC1 : ,A4 v ,AS 
CC2 : A1 ,.. A2 
CC3 : -.(AI A A2) 
CC<I : A6 A A7 
CCS : A3 

Figure 8 The precedence graph associated with the context 
<OSMR + DD + MH ; Exploit OSMs>. 
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4 PROCESS MODEL ENACTMENT 

In this section we start by describing the tool which allows to execute - or to enact - the 
process model presented in the previous paragraph. We then describe a scenario of the 
execution of the process model. 

4.1 Tool support 

Figure 9 describes the architecture of the hybrid tool environment we propose. It integrates 
the existing tools developed at City University -for the sake of domain modelling- with 
MENTOR, the tool developed at University of Paris 1 for the sake of process modelling and 
engineering. In (Si-Said 1995) and (Jarke 1995) chapter 9, MENTOR is described in detail. It 
is built on top of the 02 O.O.D.B.M.S. (02 1993). 

The new hybrid tool intends to provide guidance to both requirements engineers - while 
using domain knowledge- and method engineers- while defining process models- based on 
process models defined as instances of the process meta-model presented in section 2. 

The tool environment is structured in four main components : 
• the method engineering environment. It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe this 

environment which is discussed in (Jarke 1995), chapters 8 and 9 and (Plihon 1996), 
• the requirements engineering environment, 
• the repository to store both ways of working and product definitions as well as the OSMR, 
• the guidance mechanism composed of the guidance engine as a kernel for the whole 

Computer Aided Requirements Engineering (CARE) environment embedded in the session 
manager to co-ordinate the different tools. 

- Requirements Engineering Tools .. Requirements 

t~ 
c .... C•ptv~r ·c --- .... ---I Guidance Ob)e<:t 

~t 
.5 • .n Engine 

Mapper 

::-:: Adlliaory 

~ - for Intelligent 
i ·--- Retrieval 
:I 

Seulo! Manager 

Method Problem 
Engirteer Note P•d Requ irements 

- Domain Englne.ar 

t Matcher 

l ... 

'-- Method• & Applk:•tiona Repository -::: 
Procesa end Product c::::J Tool module 

...... meta-models Object System - Control now 
Proceu and Models 

Product models Repository 
___ ..,. 

Dataflow ..._ 

- Work space -
Figure 9 The architecture of the automated guidance environment. 

The requirements engineer environment includes all tools defined by Sutcliffe and 
Maiden to support the use of domain knowledge such as the Requirements Capturer, the 
Object Mapper, etc .. These tools access the Object System Models Repository via the session 
manager through queries handled by the API (Application Programming Interface) provided 
by the 02 environment. Invocation of these tools is described with the guidance engine. 
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The repository uses the 02 O.O.D.B.M.S. to store and manage data. It comprises the 
Object System Models repository as well as all the information related to the definition and 
the enactment of process models. This information is structured in three levels : 
• the meta level corresponds to the implementation as 02 classes the process meta models 

presented in section 2 and the product meta-model, allowing to describe the structure of 
the product manipulated by the process models (see (Schmitt 1993) and (Jarke 1995) 
chapter 8 for details), 

• the model level corresponds to process definition described in this paper and its associated 
product definition sketched in section 3, 

• the work space level is composed of the current domain description, the matching history 
and the trace of enacted processes. 

The guidance engine is the enactment mechanism of the CARE environment which 
guides process performance governed by a process model defined as an instance of the 
process meta-model. The guidance engine interacts with the process agent -the requirements 
engineer - to whom it provides guidance. In so doing, it controls the incremental construction 
of the product under development. - domain description. The guidance engine can be viewed 
as an active object which interacts with four other kinds of objects : the product under 
development, the process agent, the process model and the different tools composing the 
requirements engineer environment. 

The guidance engine is the core mechanism for executing process models. The execution 
of a process model is decomposed into a sequence of process steps. We view a process step as 
a context handling activity and the process as a sequence of dependent context handling 
activities. We use a spiral analogy to represent the incremental nature of the RE process - this 
applies to domain modelling. The progression along the spiral, from one turn to another 
represents the incremental production of the product under development. The radial 
movement represents the extent of completeness achieved by the product. Both the activity 
corresponding to one turn and the progression from one turn to another are context driven. 

The input of each turn is a context. The activity performed in the turn aims at refining or 
decomposing the decision associated with the input context until it can be implemented 
through actions of product transformations associated to executable context. Concerning the 
process model described in this paper, product transformations are of two kinds : 
- internal transformation of the product under development. The actions of the executable 

contexts are, in this case, 02 functions dynamically constructed and compiled at run time. 
For instance, when the requirements engineer rejects an OSM, a function is called upon to 
change the state of the OSM in the Matching History to "rejected". 

- activation of external tools eventually leading to product transformations. In this case, the 
actions describe tool invocation through the API. Input and output parameters to the 
invocation are managed by the action itself through the session manager. For instance, the 
activation of the Domain Matcher requires current domain description as input and 
provides a set of OSMs (possibly empty) as output. 

4.2 Scenario of nse 

Based on the enactment of the process model presented in section 3 and the tool presented in 
the previous paragraph, this section shows how OSMs are exploited during the specification 
of circulation control in a lending library. Note that some intermediate steps have been 
skipped, our aims being not to be complete but to demonstrate different types of guidance. 
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Assume the requirements engineer starts describing the library domain from scratch. 
Following the top level plan context depicted in figure 7 and its associated precedence graph 
(figure 8), the tool proposes to capture new facts . Assume the requirements engineer decides 
to use the Requirements Capturer in the "passive guidance" mode and simply states that the 
library contains books. The tool now suggests to the engineer to retrieve OS Ms. At this point, 
he can decide to do something totally different to what is suggested -e.g. to acquire new facts. 
Assume the engineer decides to retrieve OSMs and gets the result depicted in figure 10 which 
proposes the OSMs related to resource supplying and resource returning. This retrieval 
process does not require any decision to be made and the call to the adequate tool (e.g. the 
Domain Matcher) is hidden from the requirements engineer who only gets the result of the 
matching. This is process automation. 

resource supplyinQ resource returning 

Figure 10 Two retrieved OS Ms. 

The tool now prompts the engineer to decide either to get explanations for the retrieved 
OSMs or again to acquire new facts . Having studied the explanations, the engineer can 
acquire new fact and follows the "acquisition-retrieval-explanation" loop until he reaches a 
leave of the hierarchy of OSMs. The process usually ends with the explanation of the ISMs 
associated with the OSM leaf. This route is described in figure 11 with the thick arrows of 
"Routel''. However, this route is not the only one the engineer can follow. "Route2" shows an 
alternative way of exploiting OSMs where the initial description is not empty, backtrack on 
agreement is sometime made and the explanation on ISMs is not required. 

Figure 11 Two possible routes for the enactment of the top level context : 
<OSMR + DD + MH ; Exploit OSMs>. 

Let us go back to the process of getting explanation related to the retrieved OSM "resource 
returning" . As shown in figure 6, this starts with the display of the basic information. There 
are several ways to display this information (see figure 3). The engineer has to study the 
arguments associated with choice context <OSM; Display basic information > related to the 
guidance and critic mode. Assuming he wants passive guidance and active critic, the tool 
presents the textual and graphic explanations plus an example. However, as with plan context, 
the engineer may decide to follow a different alternative to the one suggested. Assume the 
engineer decides to get the textual and graphical explanation plus examples, this calls for the 
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execution of the context <OSM; Display textual and graphic representations plus Examples> 
and leads to display the information depicted in figure 12. 

The Resource Returning 05M 

This OSM tepresen!s return of resources to 
the container. Typically, resssources which 
leave the container are returned at later date. 
Furlhormore, ... 

container sin~ 

Example : the Widget Slack Controf Domair 

This domain shows the maintenance ol a stock of w1dgets in a 
warehouse. Widget stock is depleted over lime to mee1 
customer orders. When a minimum level or widgets '" the 
warehouse is reached, ... 

r:==i11 wid~l l"il • le91l 
~-~~L!_j!J 

supplier warehouse customer 

Figure 12 Basic explanation of the OSM "resource returning" . 

From this sample scenario, we have examples of three different types of guidance : 
• answer to the question "what should I do next and why ?" because, thanks to plan context, 

the tool provides explanation about selecting the most appropriate activity to perform next. 
However, for the sake of flexibility, the engineer always has the possibility of doing 
something different then what is proposed, 

• answer to the question "how should I do this and why ?" , because, thanks to choice 
context, when a process model describes several alternative ways to perform an activity, 
the tool proposing them all provides a means, through arguments evaluation and choice 
criteria, to select the most appropriate, 

• process automation : when there is no further need for decision making in the performance 
of an activity, it can automatically carry out an executable context. 

5 CONCLUSION 

We have noticed that, until now, very little attention has been paid to understanding and to 
clearly representing the process of using domain knowledge, and, more specifically, the 
decision-making aspects involved. And so, in this paper, we have presented the process 
model describing how to use domain knowledge following the domain theory developed by 
Sutcliffe and Maiden at the City University of London. 

The description we have proposed of this process uses the process theory developed at the 
University of Paris by the authors in the context of Requirements Engineering. This theory 
takes the form of a context based process meta-model which acts as a generic shell 

which permits process models to be derived by instantiation of the concepts of the meta
model. Because domain modelling is part of requirements engineering, the process theory 
perfectly fit our purpose. 

Our approach confess the following benefits : 
• it highlights the decision aspect of processes describing the use of domain knowledge, 
• it allows to put forward heuristic knowledge implicitly used by requirements engineers, 
• the process model can be executed in a tool environment and therefore provides effective 

guidance to requirements engineers during domain knowledge use. 
We are currently specifying the coupling of tools developed by Sutcliffe and Maiden for 

domain modelling with those developed at the University of Paris 1 for process modelling and 
engineering. Future work concerns the description of processes underlying other approaches 
to domain modelling, e.g. (Puncello 1988, Fischer 1992), for comparison purposes. 
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